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Job title

Youth and popular education animator

(ML interviews of linked firms)
(SCIC EC interviews of linked firms)
Values and key-words
What do I contribute for Le Pays? What values
does this job stand for, that I represent ? (ESS link)
Job key-words

The most attractive

Popular education (university) has a great social added
value; such activities ease inter-generation meetings

Help young people find who they are with opening
their eyes every morning

national et local context for this activity /
professional

5-year-old-plus jobs and job potential
Economical viability
Outlets
Structures that do offer such jobs

Our aging societies create the need
Inter-generation oriented structures : associations,
communities,...

Job definition

Tasks, assignments, missions :

As a professional animator, he develops activities
(design, implementation, monitoring, assessment)

Job specific conditions & characteristics

Individual tough histories may bring clashes

Flexibility (i.e. capacity to split a project into
various modules)

May become manager through a contest exam
organized by the Department of youth and sports.

Salary, career perspectives and progression

Gross monthly salary from €1500 to 2600 with possible
bonuses

Recruiting

Formation, trainings
Pre-requisites

Physical aptitudes

Behavior

Learnt competences & skills

All kinds of formations (initial, sandwich training,
apprenticeship, continued formation, experience
validation + BP OR DES (Professional qualification
certificates) JEPS; Licence Pro ('bac' +3) social worker;
Master Pro ('bac' +4 or 5) social conflicts management
and social development

Ability to operate in sports and animate.
Sense of pedagogy, easy-going, good listener; curiosity,
dynamism, teamwork spirit, group-work spirit, multipublic adaptability
Capacity to maintain emotional, moral and physical
security of any public
Ability to adjust to various public ranges
Teamwork capacity to animate, lead, coach;
communicate with parents or tutors or counsellors
Respect budgets
Be familiar with emergency procedures

Job - trade
Competences close to the job (?????)
transferability
Mobility
Sources/resources
Already existing description files
Source websites
Job 'ambassadors'

Resource (contactable) people & agencies
Where to find information about that job

CIDJ-Onisep- PLIEmploi public.fr-santé-jeunesse-sports-gouv.frLudovic Genest(centre social,centre communal d’action
sociale Dinard,responsable service anim. Jeunesse)
Le Spot-Maison des jeunes-Dinard
02.56.27.85.44.
Ludovic.genest@ville-dinard.fr

